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Abstract: Nearly-sterile neutrinos with masses in the MeV range and below would
be produced in the beam of the Short-Baseline Neutrino (SBN) program at Fermilab.
In this article, we study the potential for SBN to discover these particles through their
subsequent decays in its detectors. We discuss the decays which will be visible at SBN
in a minimal and non-minimal extension of the Standard Model, and perform simulations
to compute the parameter space constraints which could be placed in the absence of a
signal. We demonstrate that the SBN programme can extend existing bounds on well
constrained channels such asN Ñ νl`l´ andN Ñ l˘pi¯ while, thanks to the strong particle
identification capabilities of liquid-Argon technology, also place bounds on often neglected
channels such as N Ñ νγ and N Ñ νpi0. Furthermore, we consider the phenomenological
impact of improved event timing information at the three detectors. As well as considering
its role in background reduction, we note that if the light-detection systems in SBND and
ICARUS can achieve nanosecond timing resolution, the effect of finite sterile neutrino mass
could be directly observable, providing a smoking-gun signature for this class of models.
We stress throughout that the search for heavy nearly-sterile neutrinos is a complementary
new physics analysis to the search for eV-scale oscillations, and would extend the BSM
programme of SBN while requiring no beam or detector modifications.ar
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1 Introduction
The neutrino sector of the Standard Model (SM) is known to be incomplete. The obser-
vation of oscillatory behaviour between neutrino flavour states [1] suggests that neutrinos
possess a mass matrix with off-diagonal terms in the flavour basis. There are many models
that have been invoked in the literature to explain this observation as well as the lightness
of neutrino masses, ranging from the ever popular see-saw mechanisms [2–4] to radia-
tive mass generation [5, 6] or even more involved constructions such as neutrino masses
originating from extra-dimensions [7]. It will ultimately be the role of phenomenology to
find ways to distinguish between potential candidate models, and explore what can be
deduced about the completion of the neutrino sector from the analysis of contemporary
experiments. A common, although not necessary, feature in Beyond the SM (BSM) models
which account for neutrino masses is the presence of sterile neutrinos, SM-gauge singlet
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fermions which couple to the active neutrinos via Yukawa interactions1. After electroweak
symmetry breaking, these particles are coupled bilinearly to the active neutrino fields, and
in the mass basis, we find an extended neutrino sector including new states with mixing-
suppressed gauge interactions. A priori their mass and interaction scales can span many
orders of magnitude, leading to a wide range of distinct observable phenomena. One of
the best known examples is the short-baseline oscillation signature associated with a sterile
neutrino mass around the eV-scale (see e.g. Ref. [8] for a recent review), which has been
invoked to explain anomalies found at some short-baseline oscillation experiments [9–11].
Explaining all data in an economical fashion appears challenging in these models [12, 13],
but more results would be needed before a decision can be made as to their role in the
neutrino sector. The Fermilab SBN [14] program was primarily designed to perform such
a conclusive test.
The SBN experiment is comprised of three detectors placed in the Booster Neutrino
Beam (BNB) at different (short) baseline distances: SBND (previously known as LAr1-
ND) at 110 m from the target, MicroBooNE at 470 m and ICARUS at 600 m. All three
detectors employ Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC) technology [15] with
strong event reconstruction capabilities allowing for a significantly improved understanding
of background processes compared to predecessor technologies. With this design, SBN has
been shown to be able to extend the current bounds on light oscillating sterile neutrinos,
thoroughly exploring the eV-scale sterile neutrino mass region, whilst also pursuing many
other physics goals [14].
In this article, we assess SBN’s potential to contribute to the search for sterile neutrinos,
in a manner complementary to the oscillatory analysis. The new fermions in our study
are assumed to have masses around the MeV scale. These particles are light enough to be
produced in neutrino beams via meson decay, but have masses sufficiently large to prevent
oscillatory effects with the active neutrinos through loss of coherence (see e.g. Ref. [16]),
instead propagating long distances along the beamline. Due to the presence of mixing they
are unstable, and their subsequent decay products can be observed in neutrino detectors.
We stress that the search for MeV-scale sterile neutrinos is entirely compatible with the
primary goals of SBN, and requires modification of neither the beam nor detector designs.
The reconstruction [17, 18], energy resolution [19] and excellent calorimetric particle
identification capabilities of LAr [20] technology means the SBN program provides an ideal
scenario to study this “decay-in-flight” of sterile neutrinos. This technology allows for a
high degree of background suppression on well studied decay modes while also allowing the
study of channels which have been poorly bounded by similar experiments due to large
backgrounds and challenging signals. For example, the differentiation between an electron-
or photon- induced EM shower can be achieved by studying their rate of energy loss in
the first 3 cm of their ionising track [21]. Furthermore, as we discuss in Section 3.2, if a
sufficiently good timing resolution of scintillation light is achieved, the timing structure
of markedly sub-luminal sterile neutrinos can be utilised as both a rejection mechanism
1We focus on mass eigenstates which are nearly sterile but mix with small angles with the active ones.
For simplicity, and following previous literature, we call them “sterile neutrinos” throughout the text.
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PS-191 SBND MicroBooNE ICARUS
POT 0.86ˆ 1019 6.6ˆ 1020 13.2ˆ 1020 6.6ˆ 1020
Volume 216m3 80m3 62m3 340m3
Baseline´2 p128mq´2 p110mq´2 p470mq´2 p600mq´2
Ratio/PS-191 - 38.5 3.3 5.5
S/
?
B Ratio - 16.3 1.8 1.1
Table 1: A comparison of the relative exposure at each SBN detector compared to PS-
191. One would expect all three SBN detectors to see increased numbers of events than
PS-191 did, with SBND seeing the largest enhancement of a factor of 38.5. The final row
takes into account the scaling in masses leading to increased backgrounds, although the
achievable reconstruction of LAr should reduce these significantly.
for beam related backgrounds as well as a further aid for model discrimination and mass
measurement.
We restrict our analysis to sterile neutrino masses below the kaon mass. Kaons and
pions are produced in large numbers at BNB, and their subsequent decays will generate a
flux of sterile neutrinos. In this mass range, the strongest bounds on sterile neutrinos which
mix with electron and muon neutrinos come from PS-191 [22, 23], a beam dump experiment
which ran at CERN in 1984. PS-191 was constructed from a helium filled flash chamber
decay region, followed by interleaved iron plates and EM calorimeters. It was located 128 m
downstream of a beryllium target and 2.3˝ (40 mrads) off-axis, obtained 0.86ˆ 1019 POT
over the course of its run-time, and had a total detector volume of 6 ˆ 3 ˆ 12 “ 216 m3.
We can estimate the sensitivity of the three SBN detectors and how they will compare to
PS-191 by estimating the experiments’ exposure, defined here as POT ˆ Vol ˆ R´2. We
compare the three detectors to PS-191 in Table 1, which indicates that all detectors of the
SBN complex expect a larger exposure, with SBND seeing the greatest enhancement by a
factor of around 40. In addition to the larger exposure, there is also an enhancement of the
expected decay events at SBN due to its lower beam energy. The sterile neutrinos at SBN
are produced by the 8 GeV BNB beam and have a softer spectrum than those produced
by the 19.2 GeV CERN Proton Synchrotron beam used at PS-191. As we discuss in more
detail in Section 2, the probability that the sterile neutrino decays inversely scales with
momentum, 1{|PN |, and we would therefore expect any BNB detectors to see more events
than PS-191 for equivalent neutrino exposures.
However, exposure alone does not dictate sensitivity. PS-191 was purposefully built to
search for decays of heavy fermions. To minimise the background induced by active neutrino
scattering, the total mass of the detector (and therefore number of target nuclei) was chosen
to be small (approximately 20 ton). Conversely, the SBN detectors were designed to search
for neutrino interactions and thus have significantly larger masses (112, 66.6 and 476 tons
respectively). SBN will not only see a greater number of decay events than PS-191 but
also a greater background for a given exposure. Therefore, the degree of background
reduction will be crucial in determining its ultimate performance. We return to this issue
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in Section 3.1.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present an overview of sterile
neutrino decay in minimal and non-minimal models relevant for beam dump experiments.
We then present the details of our simulation in Section 3 and show illustrative event
spectra for some channels of interest. In Section 4, we present and discuss the exclusion
contours that SBN could place on the model in the absence of a signal. We then study
how the event timing information could be used to test the hypothesis of sterile neutrino
decay-in-flight and to help constrain the particle masses if a positive signal were detected.
We make some concluding remarks in Section 5.
2 Sterile neutrino production and decay
The most general renormalizable lagrangian extending the SM to include a new gauge-
singlet fermion N is given by
LN “ LSM `Ni{BN `
´mN
2
N cN ` yαLαHN ` h.c.
¯
, (2.1)
where N c “ CNT with C denoting the charge-conjugation matrix, Lα is the SM leptonic
doublet of flavour α, yα represents the Yukawa couplings and mN a Majorana mass term for
N . The extension to multiple new fermions involves promoting y and mN to matrices with
indices for the new states, but will offer no real phenomenological difference in the following
analysis.2 Much work has been done understanding the phenomenology of such novel
neutral states, which varies significantly over their large parameter spaces. Lagrangians
similar to this have been used in the literature for a wide range of purposes. If the new
particle has a mass around 1012-1015 GeV it could provide a natural way to suppress
the size of active neutrino masses through the Type I or III see-saw mechanisms [2–4].
A lighter neutral fermion, with a mass around the keV scale, remains a promising dark
matter candidate [24]. A synthesis of these ideas is found in the so-called νMSM which
simultaneously can explain dark matter, neutrino masses and successful baryogenesis [25].
If we consider sterile neutrinos at even lower energy scales, with masses at the eV scale
or below, these particles can alter the neutrino oscillation probability, leaving observable
signatures at oscillation experiments. Indeed, such particles have been proposed to alleviate
short-baseline oscillation anomalies; although, no minimal solution seems to provide a
compelling universal improvement to the current data [12, 13].
A key feature of models of sterile neutrinos are the weaker-than-weak interactions which
arise from mass mixing. In the minimal lagrangian in Eq. (2.1), the only direct couplings to
new sterile flavour eigenstates are neutrino–Higgs interactions. However, these couplings
generate off-diagonal neutrino bilinears below the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
leading to mixing-mediated interactions with SM gauge bosons for the mostly neutral
mass eigenstate. This allows them to be produced in and decay via SM gauge interactions,
albeit suppressed by the mixing angle.
2The minimal single N extension does not allow for the observed masses of the neutrinos, as the mass ma-
trix is rank 1. We assume that an appropriate extension has been introduced to satisfy neutrino oscillation
data while introducing no new dynamics at the lower energy scales of interest.
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The possibility remains that extra particles exist beyond the minimal lagrangian and
these mediate other interactions, either directly with SM fields or, as before, via mixing.
Throughout our work, we assume that the production of N , described in Section 2.1, is
generated by the interactions in Eq. (2.1). However, we will return to the idea of a non-
minimal lagrangian in Section 2.2.2 when discussing the decay modes of N .
2.1 Production at BNB
For sterile neutrinos which are light enough to be produced from a meson beam, there is a
qualitative divide in the phenomenology somewhere between keV and eV masses3. If the
sterile neutrinos are massive enough for their mass-splittings with the light neutrinos to be
larger than the wavepacket energy-uncertainty associated with the production mechanism,
they no longer oscillate [16]. Neutral particles produced in the beam will propagate towards
the detector and may be observed by their subsequent decay into SM particles. Experiments
seeking to measure such decays are generally known as beam dump experiments, where
proton collisions with a target produce particles to be observed down-wind of the source
[22, 23, 26–30]. It has been pointed out that the difference between a beam dump and a
conventional neutrino beam is more a matter of philosophy than design, and we can expect
many experiments to have some sensitivity to novel heavy states [31–33]. For the BNB, we
can estimate the mass at which the oscillatory behaviour is suppressed as follows: the decay
pipe for BNB is around 50 m in length, which is considerably shorter than the decay lengths
of the mesons in the beam, and we assume that this length defines the wavepacket width at
production. The relevant parameter is the decoherence parameter [16, 34] ξ “ 2pi λdλν , where
λd “ 50 m and λν is the standard neutrino oscillation length λν “ ∆m2{4Eν . For ξ " 1 the
wave packet is insufficiently broad to accommodate a coherent superposition of the heavy
and light neutrino states. We estimate that this occurs for the BNB at ∆m2 Á 100 eV2.
In a conventional neutrino beam, most neutrinos are derived from meson decay, and
we assume in this work that the sterile neutrinos are produced from the decays of pions and
kaons, restricting our sterile neutrino mass to mN ď mK . Larger sterile neutrino masses
could be probed by working at higher energies in the initial proton beam, where the neutral
fermions could come from decays of charmed mesons such as D˘. This strategy will be
used by the upcoming SHiPS experiment [29, 30] but will not be considered further in the
present work as D mesons are produced in extremely small numbers due to the relatively
low energy of the BNB beam [35]. As such we restrict ourselves to the naturally defined
mass range of interest for SBN, eV ! mN À 494 MeV. We focus on mN Á MeV scale states
where the prospects for detection are greatest due to enhanced decay rates.
Although novel dynamics may lead to enhanced production rates of sterile neutrinos by
alternative unconventional means, we neglect this possibility and assume that the sterile
component of the BNB flux arises solely from meson (or secondary µ˘) decays. This
process requires only mass-mixing from the N -ν Yukawa term in Eq. (2.1). It follows that
the amplitudes for these decays are related to those of the standard leptonic decays of
mesons via an insertion of the mixing matrix element Uα4, and to leading order in the
3The precise mass range depends on details of the process under consideration.
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mass of the sterile neutrino over the meson mass, the N -fluxes will be a rescaling of the
fluxes for the active neutrinos. However in order to account for flavour-specific effects, it is
necessary to go beyond this approximation and consider the kinematic differences of heavy
sterile neutrino production. The flux of sterile neutrinos produced from the decay of a
given meson M is approximated by
φN pEN q « φναpEναq|Uα4|2
ρ
`
δaM , δ
i
M
˘
δaM
`
1´ δaM
˘2 , (2.2)
where ρpa, bq “ FM pa, bqλ 12 p1, a, bq is a kinematic factor consisting of a term proportional
to the two body phase space factor, λpx, y, zq “ x2` y2` z2´ 2pxy` yz` xzq and a term
proportional to the matrix element, FM pa, bq “ a ` b ´ pa´ bq2, with δapiqM “ m2lapνiq{M2
[36].
The kinematic factor leads to two effects. First, it provides a threshold effect of
suppressing the production when the phase space decreases near a kinematic boundary.
Secondly, it allows for the helicity un-suppression of channels which in a conventional beam
are highly suppressed. For example, the decay pi˘ Ñ e˘νe which is significantly suppressed
compared to the muonic channel, sees no such suppression when the neutrino is replaced
with N . This kinematic effect for the pion and kaon can be substantial, for pi Ñ eν this
factor can be as large as 105, which more than compensates for the significantly smaller
intrinsic flux of νe intrinsic to the BNB, which is around 0.52% of the total flux [35]. The
approximation in Eq. (2.2) starts to fail as the mass of the sterile neutrino increases, and
we begin to see components of the active flux having energies less than the sterile mass
which are truncated by the kinematic factor. In order to keep the normalisation of total
neutrino events constant, before Uα4 and kinematic scaling, any events which are below the
sterile neutrino mass threshold are removed and the remaining flux is scaled accordingly.
2.2 Decay at SBN
The fermions N will generally be unstable, albeit possibly long-lived, allowing for decays-
in-flight into SM particles. In this work, we try to keep an open mind about the interactions
of the sterile neutrino and consider all kinematically possible tree-level decays to visible
SM particles for sterile fermions produced by pion and kaon decays, 10 MeV À mN À mK .
The precise decay rates and branching ratios for these channels are model dependent. In
this section, we discuss the decay rates for a minimal extension of the SM, as well as the
implications of a non-minimal model.
2.2.1 Minimal model
We define the minimal sterile neutrino model by the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.1). This en-
compasses the best known model of sterile neutrino phenomenology — the UV-complete
Type I see-saw (and its low-scale variants) — but also provides an effective description
of more complicated extensions of the SM in which the additional field content does not
directly affect the neutrino sector at low energies. Decays of sterile neutrinos in such a
model proceed via SM interactions suppressed by the mixing angle and have been studied
– 6 –
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Figure 1: The branching ratios for sterile neutrino decays in the minimal 3 sterile neu-
trino SM extension, with masses between 1 MeV and 0.5 GeV. We assume both a flavour
independent mixing pattern (left panel) and a hierarchical scenario (right panel) in which
either Ue4 (solid lines) or Uµ4 (dashed lines) is the dominant mixing-matrix element.
in Ref. [36–38]. We have plotted the branching ratios for sterile neutrinos in our mass
range in Fig. 1, and we will now briefly summarise the decay rates most important for the
present study.
The decays of the minimal model depend only on the mass of the N and the size of
neutrino mixing to various flavours, parameterized by the elements of an extended PMNS
matrix, e.g. for one additional particle Uα4 for α P te, µ, τu. The branching ratios for these
decays are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of mass for two sets of assumptions about the
PMNS matrix. On the left, we show the branching ratios if all mixing elements are of a
similar size, whereas on the right we assume that only Uµ4 or Ue4 are non-zero. This leads
to certain semi-leptonic decays being forbidden, significantly changing the phenomenology
of the model for some masses.
For sterile neutrino masses less than the pion mass, the dominant decay is into three
light neutrinos. This channel is for all practical purposes unobservable and we will not
consider it further. The dominant decay into visible particles will be into an electron-
positron pair with a branching fraction of around 38%. This is true regardless of the
flavour structure of the mixing matrix; although, this decay channel is not flavour-blind. If
the sterile neutrino mixes primarily through Ue4, the decay proceeds via both neutral and
charged currents, but for Ue4 “ 0, this channel occurs via neutral current only. The decay
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rate for this channel is given by
Γ
`
N Ñ ναe`e´
˘ “ G2Fm5N
96pi3
|Uα4|2
„
pgLgR ` δαegRq I1
ˆ
0,
me
mN
,
me
mN
˙
` `g2L ` g2R ` δαep1` 2gLq˘ I2 ˆ0, memN , memN
˙
,
where I1px, y, zq and I2px, y, zq are integrals over phase space such that I1p0, 0, 0q “ 1 and
I2p0, 0, 0q “ 0. Further details of the decay rates used in this work are given in Appendix A.
Although the electron-positron channel dominates the visible decays at mN ď m0pi, we also
consider the radiative decay N Ñ νiγ which would generate an observationally challenging
single photon signal [39]. In the minimal model the decay occurs via a charged-lepton/W
loop and has a rate given by
ΓpN Ñ νiγq “ G
2
Fm
5
N |Uα4|2
192pi3
ˆ
27α
32pi
˙
.
This decay channel is significantly suppressed by the light mass of the sterile neutrino,
the mixing-matrix elements and the loop factor. It can be estimated at around ΓpN Ñ
νiγq{pGeVq « 10´20pmN{GeVq5. We see in Fig. 1 that this leads to a branching ratio of
around 10´3.
Additional leptonic decays open up for sterile neutrino masses which satisfy mN ě
mµ ` me. Although with a smaller branching ratio, decays involving muons are clean
signatures at LAr detectors. In the case of N Ñ ναµ`µ´ the decay occurs by both neutral
and charged currents and follows from the N Ñ ναe`e´ decay given above with the
replacement me Ñ mµ. The mixed-flavour decays, e.g. N Ñ ναµ˘e˘, occur by charged
current only and are given by
ΓpN Ñ ναβ´α`q “ G
2
Fm
5
N |Uβ4|2
192pi3
I1
ˆ
mβ
mN
,
mα
mN
,
mα
mN
˙
,
with tα, βu “ te, µu. The next thresholds lie just above the pion mass, where two further
decays become possible: N Ñ νpi0 and N Ñ e˘pi¯. These processes quickly become the
dominant decays at this mass range. The decay rate for the first process is given by
Γ
`
N Ñ νipi0
˘ “ÿ
α
G2Ff
2
pim
3
N |Uα4|2
64pi
«
1´
ˆ
mpi
mN
˙2ff
.
The decay into a charged pion and a lepton is an important channel, and one of the most
constrained in direct decay experiments due to its clean two-body signal. Its decay rate
has a similar algebraic form to the rate of N Ñ νpi0 with the addition of a CKM matrix
element arising from the W -vertex,
Γ
`
N Ñ l˘pi¯˘ “ |Ul4|2 G2Ff2pi |Vud|2m3N
16pi
I
ˆ
m2l
m2N
,
m2pi
m2N
˙
, (2.3)
where Ipx, yq is a kinematic function which away from the production threshold provides
a small suppression factor of around 0.5. Further details are given in Appendix A. If it is
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allowed by the flavour structure, the N Ñ e˘pi¯ channel dominates the branching ratios
for sterile neutrino masses which satisfy mpi˘ À mN . However, as it is mediated by a W
boson, in the absence of Ue4 mixing, this decay would be forbidden and the decay into a
neutral pi0 and a light neutrino would be dominant. Once the mass of the sterile fermion
is above mN Á 235 MeV, the µ˘pi¯ charged-lepton pion decay opens up. This is another
strongly constrained channel, and its decay rate is already given in Eq. (2.3) with ml “ mµ.
Although this decay rate can also be arbitrarily suppressed by reducing the size of Uµ4, due
to the constraint that all sterile neutrinos must be produced through Uµ4 or Ue4 mixing,
in no case will both of the l˘pi¯ channels be absent. As can be seen in the right panel of
Fig. 1, we can expect one of them to dominate for higher masses.
2.2.2 Non-minimal models
In the previous section we discussed the decay rates for the minimal model of Eq. (2.1). Al-
though such low-scale see-saw models provide a viable and phenomenologically interesting
region of parameter space for both masses and mixing, they lack a theoretically appealing
mechanism to explain the sub-electroweak sterile neutrino mass scale and the sizes of active
neutrino masses. Alternative models exist which feature light neutral particles, but these
rely on additional fields or symmetries to help explain these scales. Indeed it has been
stressed before [40] that the discovery of a light sterile neutrino would necessitate not just
the addition of new neutral fermions to the SM but would be a sign of the existence of
some non-trivial new physics with which to stabilise the mass scale.
If heavy novel fields are present in the full model, we can view Eq. (2.1) as the renor-
malizable terms of an effective lagrangian. The effective field theory of a SM extension
involving new sterile fermions has been considered at dimension 5 [40, 41], dimension 6
[40] and dimension 7 [42]. We extend the field content of the SM by a sterile fermion N4.
The lagrangian can then be decomposed as a formal power series of terms of increasing
dimension d, suppressed by a new physics energy scale Λ,
L “ LN `
8ÿ
d“5
1
Λd´4Ld,
where LN is given by Eq. (2.1) as the sum of the SM and renormalizable terms including
N . In Ref. [41] the phenomenology of the effective operators at dimension 5 are considered
in detail. Along with the Weinberg operator, which could be the source of a light neutrino
Majorana mass term [43], the authors find two effective operators: an operator coupling the
sterile neutrino to the Higgs doublet and a tensorial coupling between the sterile neutrino
and the hypercharge field strength
L5 Ą c1
Λ
N cNpH:Hq ` c2
Λ
N cσµνNBµν .
At energies below the electroweak scale, and after diagonalisation into mass eigenstates
for the neutrinos, these operators generate novel couplings, for example a vertex allowing
4As before, we focus on the single N case for illustrative purposes. The extension to a set of fields Ni is
straightforward.
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N Ñ hν (N1 Ñ hN2), N Ñ νZ (N1 Ñ ZN2) and N Ñ νγ (N1 Ñ N2γ) at a rate governed
by the scale of new physics suppressing these operators. Of particular interest is the
electroweak tensorial operator, which induces a rich range of phenomena [41]. In the mass
range of interest in the present work, bounds on such an operator are fairly weak: strong
constraints from anomalous cooling mechanisms in astrophysical settings apply only for
lower sterile neutrino masses, whilst collider bounds only become competitive for higher
masses. This could also be related to the enhanced N Ñ νγ decay rate introduced in
Ref. [44, 45] to explain the short-baseline anomalous excesses. See also Ref. [46] for a
discussion of decay rates in the effective sterile neutrino extension up to dimension 6.
If light degrees of freedom are present in addition to (or instead of) heavy ones, the
predictions could be very different from those derived from the minimal model or the low-
energy effective theory. For example, models with sterile neutrinos that also feature novel
interactions can have significantly different decay rates and branching fractions, strength-
ening some bounds and invalidating others [47]. As an example, a model with a leptophilic
Z 1 [48] could enhance the magnitudes of some leptonic decay rates, such as N Ñ νe`µ´,
while leaving unchanged semileptonic processes like N Ñ e˘pi¯. Often, the bounds on
masses and mixing angles in these models need to be reconsidered.
For the reasons discussed so far, it is desirable to place bounds on all possible decays
of a neutral fermion allowing for non-standard decay rates to visible particles. The main
consequence of this is that there is a priori no known relationship between the magnitude
of the different decay rates — a single channel may be enhanced beyond its value from
Section 2.2.1 — and bounds inferred from the non-observation of a given channel may not
hold in a non-minimal model when applied to another channel. We therefore do not restrict
our study to those decays which lead to the most stringent bounds on the parameters of
the minimal model, instead studying all kinematically viable decays independently.
2.3 Existing bounds on Uα4
The minimal lagrangian in Eq. (2.1) has been the basis of many prior experimental searches
for heavy sterile fermions, leading to a variety of bounds on the magnitude of the active-
sterile mixing relevant for sterile neutrino masses around the MeV-scale. In this section we
discuss the relevance of three key bounds on our model: peak searches, beam dumps and
non-terrestrial considerations.
An established way to find strong model independent bounds on heavy sterile neu-
trinos is through the study of two-body decays of mesons, particularly pions and kaons
[49, 50]. Due to the two-body kinematics, the magnitude of the neutrino mass man-
ifests itself as a monochromatic line in the charged lepton energy spectrum at El “´
m2pipKq `m2l ´m2N
¯
{m2pipKq. These peak searches provide strong bounds on the sterile-
active mixing, while remaining agnostic as to the ultimate fate of the sterile neutrino,
which may be extremely long lived5. Meson decay peak searches have taken place for
pi Ñ νepµq and K Ñ νepµq and strongly bound active-sterile mixing angles at low masses.
5If, on the other hand, the sterile neutrino is extremely short-lived, these bounds may be weakened. If
the particle decays on the scale of the experiment, it may produce a multi-lepton final state and escape
observation by the single-lepton analysis cuts.
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The strength of these bounds is not a function of sterile neutrino decay-rate, and as such,
peak searches tend to perform worse at higher masses in comparison to bounds from ex-
periments which derive their signal from large sterile neutrino decay rates.
The tightest bounds on MeV scale sterile neutrinos come from beam dump experi-
ments. Beam dump experiments study the particles emitted during proton collisions with
a target. Although BSM particles may be produced directly [51, 52], sterile neutrinos
would predominantly arise as secondary decay products of mesons produced in the initial
collision. The set-up required for such an experiment is quite minimal — a proton beam,
a target and a down-wind detector — and for this reason searches of this type have taken
place at many accelerator complexes, taking advantage of preexisting proton beams in
their design. Seeking to produce and observe the subsequent decay of the sterile neutrinos,
the sensitivity of beam dump experiments is driven by both flux intensity and the decay
rate of the heavy sterile neutrino, which typically scales as pΓ9m3N q Γ9m5N for (semi-)
leptonic decays. As such they typically set tighter bounds as the sterile neutrino mass
increases. As discussed in the introduction, PS-191, which ran in parallel with the BEBC
bubble chamber, provides the strongest limits on active-sterile mixing for masses below the
kaon mass. Above this mass, a higher energy proton beam is needed to further the same
strategy. This was achieved by moving from the CERN PS to the SPS proton beam in
both the CHARM [27] and NA3 [53] experiments. Beam dumps are incredibly sensitive to
active-sterile mixing and limits |Ue4|2 ď 10´8–10´9 were set for mN ě 200 MeV.
Results from beam dump experiments are most often presented, as we did above, as
upper limits on active-sterile mixing in the context of the minimal model. However, beam
dump experiments actually set two bounds: there is also a lower bound on the mixing-
matrix elements, where the decay rate is so large that the sterile neutrino beam attenuates
en route to the detector. In the minimal model, this lower bound is often at very large values
of |Uα4|2, presenting consistency issues with unitarity data, and is justifiably ignored. If one
considers enhanced decay rates in a non-minimal model, however, care must be taken with
existing bounds as an enhanced decay rate would modify both bounds. This can reduce
the applicability of certain bounds to non-minimal models. It is instructive to discuss how
to scale existing bounds on the minimal model, or indeed the bounds we will present in
Section 4, to an extended model which has an enhancement in the decay rate for one or
more channels. By comparing the flux-folded probabilities to decay inside a detector for
a beam dump experiment of baseline L and detector length λ, we can map the published
lower bound, |rUα4|2, to both the new upper and lower bound on the mixing matrix element
in a non-minimal model, |Uα4|. For a generic non-minimal model in which the total decay
rate is scaled by a factor A with respect to the minimal model, and the decay rate into
the channel of interest is scaled by a factor B, the constraint takes the form of Lambert’s
equation (at leading order in λ{L), and the bounds on the non-minimal mixing-matrix
element are given by the two real branches of the Lambert-W function,
|rUα4|2
Bκ
W´1
ˆ
expκ
B?
A
κ
˙
ď |Uα4|2 ď |
rUα4|2
Bκ
W0
ˆ
expκ
B?
A
κ
˙
,
where κ ” ´ΓTL{p2γβq with ΓT the total decay rate calculated with |rUα4|2. The upper
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bound is primarily dependent on the decay rate into the channel of interest, governed by
the parameter B, whilst the lower bound is predominantly sensitive to the total decay rate
and the parameter A. Physically, the upper bound is seen to depend on how many decays
are produced and is sensitive to the (possibly enhanced) decay rate into that channel, while
the lower bound arises when the beam attenuates due to decay before the detector, the
rate of which is governed by the total decay rate.
Although the exact behaviour of the bounds for a non-minimal BSM extension are
model-dependent due to correlations between A and B, in many situations the upper
bound can be significantly simplified. We consider two distinct scenarios depending on
whether the enhancement affects the decay rate of the channel being observed, or another
decay channel. We write the total decay rate as ΓT “ Γo`Γc, where Γc denotes the channel
whose decay products are being measured and Γo the sum of all other decay rates. In our
first scenario, the only enhancement is to the channel of interest, and the total decay rate
can be written as ΓT “ Γo ` BΓc. In this case, the upper bound from Eq. (2.3) can be
simplified by expanding in the published bound6, |rUα4|2. In this approximation, the new
bound is seen to be a simple scaling of the old bound
|Uα4|2 ď |
rUα4|2?
B
.
This follows our naive expectations: a larger decay rate produces more events and so
bounds are proportionally stronger. The lower bound on |Uα4|2 has no corresponding
simple form, but numerically can be seen to follow a similar scaling relationship: as the
enhancement goes up, the bound moves to lower values of the mixing-matrix element. In
this case, apart from a replacement of the minimal |rUα4|2 by an effective mixing-matrix
element |Uα4|2{
?
B, the bounds are to a good approximation unchanged. The situation
is qualitatively different in our second scenario, however. In this case, we consider an
enhancement to Γo, so that ΓT “ AΓo ` Γc. We find that the upper bound is unchanged
to leading order, |Uα4|2 ď |rUα4|2. However, the lower bound moves to smaller values as the
enhancement increases. For large enhancements, this can significantly reduce the region
of parameter space in which an experiment can bound the model. We will return to these
simplified models of decay rate enhancement in Section 4.
We note in passing that the limit of large λ{L can also be relevant for Eq. (2.3). This
corresponds to experiments where production and detection occur inside the detector,
which can be seen as zero baseline beam-dumps. We find that these experiments produce
only an upper bound on the mixing angle, as the number of incoming sterile neutrinos can
no longer be attenuated through decays occurring before the detector.
Although peak searches and beam dumps set some of the most stringent upper limits
on mixing, non-terrestrial measurements may also place bounds on such long lived sterile
neutrinos due to their effect on the evolution of the early universe. Heavy sterile neutrinos
can have a strong impact on the success of Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) by both
speeding up the expansion of the universe with their additional energy, and thus effecting an
6These are typically of the order 10´4–10´8 and such an expansion is a very good approximation.
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earlier freeze out of the neutron-proton ratio, as well as potentially modifying the spectrum
of active neutrinos via their subsequent decays. If, however, the sterile has sufficiently short
lifetime then their effect on BBN is mitigated as the bulk of thermally produced sterile
neutrinos have decayed long before TBBN « 10 MeV [54]. The strength of these bounds
have been estimated conservatively for a single sterile neutrino, mN ă mpi0 , as [55, 56]
τN ă 1.287
´ mN
MeV
¯´1.828 ` 0.04179 s for Uµ4 or Uτ4 mixing,
τN ă 1699
´ mN
MeV
¯´2.652 ` 0.0544 s for Ue4 mixing,
at the 90% CL. Although the scenario for mN ą mpi0 has not been studied in as much detail,
an often quoted bound is that τN ą 0.1 s is excluded under current BBN measurements [55].
In the minimal model, this upper bound on the sterile neutrino lifetime is directly mapped
to a minimum bound on the active-sterile mixing elements Uα4. However, even a modest
increase in the total sterile neutrino decay rate, for example by additional interactions
in the sterile neutrino sector leading to decays that are not mixing suppressed, pushes
the total sterile neutrino lifetime below 0.1 s and avoids these bounds, while still leaving
channel specific signatures observable at SBN as the upper bounds are independent on total
decay rate. Similarly in a non-standard model of the early universe, these bounds may not
apply. Therefore, although setting important complementary bounds on models of sterile
neutrino decay, model dependent factors make it possible for discrepancy between peak
search, beam dump and cosmological constraints. As such a wide program of experimental
work is desirable, with as varied a methodology as possible, to best identify new physics.
3 Simulation of SBN
SBN consists of three LArTPC detectors (SBND, MicroBooNE and ICARUS) located in
the Booster neutrino beam. The Booster neutrino beam is a well understood beam, having
been recently studied by the MiniBooNE experiment. For the purposes of this analysis each
detector is assumed to be identical apart from their geometric dimensions. We simulate the
event numbers and distributions at each detector site using a custom Monte Carlo program
which allows efficiencies to be taken into account arising from experimental details such as
energy and timing resolution in a fully correlated way between observables, and provides
us with event level variables for use in a cut-based analysis. We compute the total number
of accepted events in channel “c” via the following summation,
Nc “
ÿ
i
dφ
dE
ˇˇˇˇ
Ei
PD pEiqWc pEiq ,
where PDpEq is the probability for a sterile neutrino of energy Ei to travel the baseline
distance and then decay inside the detector labelled D. The simplest approximation is to
ignore all geometric effects, so that every particle travels exactly along the direction of the
beam line, which gives the following probability
PD pEq “ e´
ΓTL
γβ
ˆ
1´ e´ΓTλγβ
˙
Γc
ΓT
,
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Figure 2: Left: The composition of fluxes of νµ and νµ at MicroBooNE with horn in
positive polarity (neutrino mode). “Other” refers to contributions primarily from me-
son decay chains initiated by meson-nucleus interactions. Right: Fluxes weighted by the
probability to decay inside MicroBooNE, for a sample 25 MeV sterile neutrino with equal
|Ue4|2 “ |Uµ4|2. Requiring that the sterile neutrino decays inside the detector has the effect
of vastly increasing the importance of lower energy bins, where traditionally cross-section
induced background effects are small.
where ΓT (Γc) denotes the rest-frame total decay width (decay width into channel c), and
L (λ) the distance to (width of) the detector. The combination γβ is the usual special
relativistic function of velocities of the parent particle and provides the sole dependence
on energy and sterile neutrino mass mN of the expression
1
γβ
” mNb
E2 ´m2N
.
As we are exploring a large parameter space, often this expression takes a simplified
form depending on the size of ΓTλ{γβ:
ΓTλ ! 1 PD “ e´
ΓTL
γβ
Γcλ
γβ
`O `Γ2Tλ2˘ , (3.1)
ΓTλ " 1 PD “ e´
ΓTL
γβ
Γc
ΓT
`O
ˆ
1
ΓTλ
˙
, (3.2)
where the rate for slowly decaying particles can be seen to grow with detector size until
a width of λ „ γβΓ´1T . For detectors longer than this scale, the event rate becomes
independent of detector size, as most sterile neutrinos decay within a few decay lengths.
The spectral flux of sterile neutrinos impinging on a SBN detector, dφ{dE, is estimated
as described in Section 2.1. Of crucial importance to this is accurate knowledge of active
neutrino fluxes at all three SBN detectors. These are calculated from published MiniBooNE
fluxes [35], after scaling by appropriate 1{r2 baseline dependence, e.g. p470{540q2 « 1.3 at
MicroBooNE. This is similarly scaled by 1{r2 for ICARUS at 600m, however, an additional
energy dependent flux modifier is applied for SBND at 110m to account for the softer energy
spectrum due to the proximity of the detector to the production target [14]. We consider
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sources of neutrinos that are relevant including wrong sign neutrinos, smaller sub-dominant
K` Ñ pi` Ñ να sources as well as other contributions, predominantly from meson decay
chains initiated by meson-nucleus interactions. The neutrino spectrum at MicroBooNE is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. In the right panel, we also show the effective spectrum of
decaying particles at MicroBooNE. As the decay probability for any given sterile neutrino
scales as 1{|PN |, we see an enhancement of the lowest energy parts of the spectrum. This
is in stark contrast to standard neutrino interaction cross sections, which tend to scale as
Eν . This low-energy bias exaggerates the kinematic differences between our decay-in-flight
signal and the dominant background events.
Finally, the function WcpEq is a weighting factor which accounts for all effects which
reduce the number of events in the sample: for example, analysis cuts or detector perfor-
mance effects. To compute these factors, we run a Monte Carlo simulation of the decays
for a large number of sample events with a given energy. Each sterile neutrino event is
associated with a decay of type c. We then apply experimental analysis cuts to the decays
based on our assumptions about the detector’s capabilities and backgrounds, to produce a
spectrum representing the final event sample when considering events in the bucket tim-
ing window (See Appendix B for details of the background analysis). The percentage of
accepted events defines the weight factor for that energy. In this manner the full spectral
shape of the signal is included in the total rate analysis. As a consistency check of our
methodology, we also reproduce in Appendix C some of the published bounds of PS-191.
3.1 Background reduction
In order to estimate the impact of potential backgrounds we have performed a Monte-Carlo
analysis using the neutrino event generator GENIE [57]. This provides generator level
information about the kinematics of the beam-driven backgrounds, with rates normalised
off expected NC and CC inclusive values as published in the SBN proposal. Energy and
angular smearing is then implemented to allow for approximate estimates of the effects of
detector performance to the level necessary for this analysis, without the need for a full
GEANT detector simulation. Energies are smeared according to a Gaussian distribution
around their true MC energies, with a relative variance σE{E “ ξ{
apEq, where ξ is
a detector dependent resolution. For this study we take the energy resolution for EM
showers, muons and protons to be 15%, 6% and a conservative 15% respectively, alongside
an angular resolution in LAr of 1.73˝ [14].
Of utmost importance in all studied channels is the identification of a scattering vertex,
which cleanly indicates that the process is not a decay-in-flight event. Any hadronic activity
localised at the beginning of the lepton track is a smoking gun for a deep-inelastic or quasi-
elastic beam-related scattering event. Therefore we reject any event containing one or
more reconstructed protons or additional hadrons. For counting this proton multiplicity
we assume a detection threshold of 21 MeV on proton kinetic energy in liquid Argon [58],
after smearing. Background events with energies below this threshold and events that do
not contain any protons (such as events originating from coherent pion production) remain
a viable background and further rejection must come from the kinematics of the final
state particles only. The kinematics of such daughter particles originating from decay-in-
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Figure 3: Reconstructed sterile neutrino energy spectra for CCνµ backgrounds in com-
parison to a 350 MeV decaying sterile neutrino at MicroBooNE, normalised to 10 signal
events. Total expected background of 98,013 events is reduced to « 27 by successive kine-
matic cuts (as listed in legend) which utilise the stark differences between decay-in-flight
and scattering kinematics. Further cuts on energy would allow for even greater reduction.
flight and backgrounds from scattering events, however, have strikingly different behaviour
leading to strong suppression capabilities.
As a representative example of our analysis we discuss the backgrounds associated with
the decay N Ñ µ˘pi¯, the channel with largest expected beam related backgrounds in all
SBN detectors, the dominant component of which arises from genuine charged current piµ
production. These events can be produced incoherently, often with large hadronic activity
and so will greatly be reduced by the cut on a scattering vertex, or from coherent scattering,
where the neutrino scatters from the whole nucleus. Coherent cross-sections for these
processes have been studied in MiniBooNE [59], MINERνA[60] and lately T2K and cross-
sections appear to agree with Monte Carlo calculations based on the Rein-Sehgal model
[61] and generally do not have an additional hadronic component to cut on. Kinematics
of the daughter particle alone but be used for background rejection. There has been a
noted deficit of forward going muons [61] in these coherent cross-sections, which is in stark
comparison to the relatively forward behaviour of sterile neutrino decays.
Furthermore, this channel, and indeed e˘pi¯, has a powerful discriminator in the re-
constructed invariant mass of the charged particle pair, e.g. M2l˘pi¯ “ m2l `m2pi˘`2pElEpi´
|Pl||Ppi| cos θsepq for N Ñ pi˘l¯, which sum to that of the the parent sterile neutrino (within
detector resolution), whereas the background forms a broad spectrum across the energies
of the incoming neutrinos. On top of this strong invariant mass discriminator, these two
body decays allow for reconstruction of the parent sterile neutrino angle with respect to
the beamline which is very close to on-axis, as opposed to the more isotropic backgrounds.
We find that approximately 95% of the reconstructed sterile neutrino angles from these
decays are inside a 4˝ cone centred on the beamline.
We show the effect of our cuts for this channel in Fig. 3, which ultimately leads to
a reduction in the inclusive µpi event rate at SBND (MicroBooNEand ICARUS) from
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Figure 4: Left: The timing delay of sterile neutrino decays in nano-seconds for both a 25
MeV (top) and 350 MeV (bottom) sterile neutrino at the SBND and and Icarus detectors
(110 and 600m respectively). A 4 ns beam bucket window is shown highlighted in red from
0 to 4 ns, followed by an additional 17 ns gap. The timings are calculated as a difference
to the time of flight of a active neutrino, assuming the decay occurred in a uniform sample
across the 50m BNB decay pipe. A timing resolution of 1 ns is assumed to smear the
observed events. Right: The percentage of sterile neutrino decay events that fall into the
inter-bucket region as a function of sterile neutrino mass for SBND and ICARUS, assuming
a flux derived from Ue4 (Uµ4) mixing in solid (dashed) lines. Both SBND and ICARUS
see a sizeable fraction of total events outside the beam bucket windows when the sterile
neutrino mass exceeds « 10 MeV.
1,530,900 (98,013 and 164,716) to 323 (27 and 46) while maintaining a signal efficiency
of 56%. This level of background suppression crucially relies on the angular and energy
resolution of LAr detectors, but requires no modification to the current design.
For a parallel discussion of the backgrounds for the remaining channels see Appendix B.
3.2 Role of event timing
On top of the impressive background rejection capabilities of LAr from kinematic cuts,
there is the potential for an even greater background suppression by considering the time
of arrival of observed events. Although the drift time of electrons in LAr can be as large as
100 µs, the ionisation and excitation of Argon from the passage of a charged particle also
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produces 128 nm scintillation light of which there is a nano-second scale contribution from
the decay of the excited state Ar2˚ [62]. LAr is transparent to this light, and if the light
detection system (LDS) employed by the SBN detectors has a nanosecond resolution, this
can allow for precise timing to be attached to each TPC triggered event.
Light neutrinos propagate and reach the furthest detector of the SBN complex after
approximately 2 µs. In the conventional physics program of the SBN, the timing of these
events play an important role in the analysis of backgrounds, tight timing windows are
placed around the 19.2 µs beam spill to limit constant rate backgrounds such as cosmo-
genic events [14]. The LDS of both SBND and ICARUS, however, are potentially able
to achieve significantly better timing resolution than this, around 1–2 ns depending on
the exact technology used, which potentially allows for the use of both bucket and spill
structure in the background analysis. The BNB consists of 81 Radio-Frequency buckets of
approximately 2 ns length, separated by 19 ns, to form the 19.2 µs spill with a frequency
of 3 Hz [14]. If this nano-second resolution is indeed achieved, it allows for events in indi-
vidual buckets to be identified. Such a nano-second resolution was achieved previously by
the PMTs used in MiniBooNE [14], with potential for improvement in the next generation
SBN detectors. MicroBooNE is omitted from considerations of timing as its achievable
timing resolution is lower at around 10 ns [63].
As particles with finite rest mass, heavy sterile neutrinos will propagate at subluminal
speeds which can produce observable timing delays. This effect begins to become relevant
when the sterile neutrinos have MeV-scale masses and above. As the flux of decaying
sterile neutrinos is inversely proportional to its momentum after convolving with their
decay probability, many of these low energy sterile neutrinos are travelling at sufficiently
slower speeds than their light counterparts to be distinguishable. Shown on the right of
Fig. 4 is the fraction of events that are expected to fall outside the bucket window in both
SBND and ICARUS. For the purposes of this study we define the beam-correlated window
to be a 6 ns period, 2 ns each side of the 2 ns beam bucket. The exact width of the
beam bucket window can be modified if studying channels with low expected backgrounds.
In this section, we consider only the timing of events relative to the bucket window7, a
structure which repeats every 21 ns. Delayed events can be observed in any subsequent
window, producing a 21-fold degeneracy in their reconstructed arrival time. This lends
a cyclical nature to the timing information, with a distinctive structure at the different
detector sites for larger masses. Some illustrative timing distributions are shown on the
left of Fig. 4 for a 25 and 350 MeV sterile neutrino.
We find a significant proportion of sterile neutrino events distributed throughout the
inter-bucket region. Events which fall into the beam-bucket timing window have to be
analysed on top of all known beam-related backgrounds, but events in the inter-bucket
window have significantly reduced beam-correlated backgrounds. For larger masses, we
have shown that the majority of events fall into these regions, and this may allow for a
low background search strategy for decaying sterile neutrinos. Instead of beam-correlated
7Absolute arrival times could in principle be used, but this would require good synchronisation be-
tween geographically separated clocks. Alternatively, the relative timing between signal and beam-related
backgrounds could be used. However, we do not consider these options further.
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backgrounds, the constant rate backgrounds will limit the sensitivity for this analysis.
Understanding these backgrounds in detail is beyond the scope of this work; however, we
expect the strongly forward kinematics, combined with in situ beam-off measurements will
allow for a very low backgrounds to be obtained.
In the following sections, timing information will inform our work in three ways. First
we will compute SBN’s sensitivity to decaying sterile neutrinos assuming the full back-
grounds, reduced only by the cut-based analysis discussed previously. This is a proven
sensitivity, applicable for all sterile neutrino masses and detectors and is independent of
the attainable timing resolution. Secondly, we compute a backgroundless sensitivity. This
can be seen as either the result of improved analysis techniques, or as the inclusion of
timing information at SBND and ICARUS for the largest masses. Finally, in Section 3.2,
we will study the use of the timing information itself to constrain the underlying model of
decaying sterile neutrinos.
3.3 Event spectra
The differential distributions from heavy sterile neutrino decay tend to produce distinctive
low-energy distributions of events with an appreciably forward direction. The tendency
towards low energies is predominantly due to the higher decay rates of low-energy particles,
which leads to factors of 1{Eν in the event rate formula Eq. (3.1). The forward trajectory
is inherited from the kinematics of a boosted object decaying in flight. However, this effect
is slightly mitigated by the preference for lower energy decays, meaning that lower energy
sterile neutrinos are more likely to decay, which are the least boosted objects.
We show an example of a distribution for electron-positron production in the top left
panel of Fig. 5. For the lowest masses that we consider, almost all events have energies
below 0.5 GeV, in this case illustrated by the blue histogram. The distribution tends
towards larger energies as the mass of the sterile neutrino increases, but for sterile neutrino
masses less than the kaon mass, never produces significant numbers of events above 1
GeV. As we can see in Fig. 5, the number of events in the lowest energy bin is strongly
indicative of the mass of the parent particle, and therefore the lowest energy events will
play a strong role in model discrimination. However, in the cut-based analysis which we
outline in Appendix B the lowest energy event distribution is significantly reduced due to
poor efficiency’s at low-energy in our cuts, as can be seen in the top right panel of Fig. 5. In
Fig. 6 we show the same distributions for electron-pion production, noting similar spectral
features of the electron-positron channel. Indeed this behaviour qualitatively exists in all
channels studied. In the inset of Fig. 6, we highlight the differences that an accurate timing
resolution can give, with the in-bucket and out of bucket spectra showing very significant
differences. Through optimisation of this part of the analysis, we expect the sensitivity to
these models can be improved; however, this is beyond the scope of the present work. The
angular spectrum is expected to be very informative in these models, and the events are
predict to align with the beam direction. The red histogram in the lower panel of Fig. 5
illustrates an expected distribution for the four momentum of a e`e´ pair in the decay
N Ñ νe`e´. We compare it to the expected distribution found for events without the
low-energy biasing effect of decay-in-flight, with an unphysical energy independent decay
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Figure 5: Top: Characteristic spectra for the total energy of observed e`e´ pairs seen at
MicroBooNE produced in the N Ñ νe`e´ decay mode, for three representative masses. In
the left panel, the spectra have no analysis cuts or detector reconstruction effects applied,
while on the right these are included, reducing the number of lowest-energy events. Bottom:
The expected angular distributions for the e`e´ pair from a sterile neutrino of mass mN “
100 MeV. The red histogram shows the true expected distribution, while the blue histogram
shows the distribution if we do not take into account the preferential decay rate for lower
energy particles, instead using an energy independent decay rate.
rate (denoted ‘flat’, shown in blue). Not only does the decay-in-flight probability lead to a
lower energy events, but it also makes the angular distribution less forward.
4 Results
In this section, we present the results of our simulation for two analyses. In the first,
we compute exclusion contours which could be expected to be set by SBN if no signal is
seen. We compute these for all decay modes presented in Fig. 1. Our second analysis
considers the phenomenological potential of energy and timing spectral information at the
SBN experiment if a potential signal is observed.
Due to its proximity to the BNB target, SBND provides the majority of the statistics,
and hence the sensitivity, to sterile neutrino decays. The addition of MicroBooNE and
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Figure 6: Characteristic spectra for the reconstructed neutrino energy for N Ñ e˘pi¯ and
a sterile neutrino masses of 150, 250 and 350 MeV. The insert shows the stark differences in
spectrum when one considers events falling within the beam bucket window and without.
ICARUS increases the event rate by approximately 6%. However, the power of the three
detector SBN setup arises not from the increased statistics, but rather from the additional
phenomenology of a multi-baseline experiment. We show below that ICARUS, being the
furthest detector, can play an important role in study of any observed signals through
precision timing measurements. Similarly, although MicroBooNE contributes a small frac-
tion to the raw number of sterile neutrino events expected, the MicroBooNE experiment
is significantly more advanced than its two SBN counterparts. At the time of writing, Mi-
croBooNE has already collected close to 50% of its planned POT (around 3.5ˆ 1020 POT)
and has already presented its first results on νµ CC inclusive and νµ CCpi
0 interactions
[64]. As such, MicroBooNE is in a unique position in that it has the potential to observe
any excess in advance of SBND or ICARUS and thus to inform a possible search using the
full SBN programme. Non-observation of any excess at MicroBooNE would not negatively
effect the subsequent search for new physics at SBND or ICARUS significantly, however,
as a large fraction of the testable parameter space is only accessible through the enhanced
exposures of the full SBN programme.
4.1 Limits on sterile neutrino mixing
We have computed the bounds that SBN could place on sterile neutrino mixing-matrix
elements for all kinematically accessible visible decays. Fig. 7 presents the results of our
analysis assuming a combined 6.6 ˆ 1020 POT at SBND and ICARUS, and 13.2 ˆ 1020
POT at MicroBooNE. We plot the predicted upper limits on sterile neutrino mixing for
the leptonic decay channels N Ñ ναe`e´, N Ñ ναµ`µ´ and N Ñ ναµ`µ´ as well as the
semi-leptonic and photonic channels N Ñ l¯pi˘, N Ñ ναpi0 and N Ñ ναγ. The plot on
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Figure 7: The predicted 90% CL upper limit contours for the combined SBN detectors.
Shown also in black solid lines is the prior best bounds from PS-191, scaled to show bounds
on the minimal extension as discussed here, as well as bounds from lepton peak searches
in pion and kaon decay [49, 50] (dashed black lines). Note that the peak searches are
only valid when bounding pure mixing combinations, e.g. |Uµ4|2 and not |Uµ4||Uτ4|. The
photonic channels have little or no direct bounds, with ISTRA+ bounding the radiative
decay [65] and reinterpreted N Ñ νγγ bounds at NOMAD on N Ñ νpi0 [66]. In all panels,
the mixing matrix elements not shown on the y-axis are zero.
the right (left) assumes that the mixing-matrix element with the electron (muon) flavour is
dominant. The y-axis refers to a single mixing element, |Uα4|2, but each bound is equally
applicable to the combination |Uα4||Uτ4|, as although production must proceed through
electron-neutrino or muon-neutrino mixing, the decay can take place through Uτ4 driven
processes. The lower solid coloured lines are the background-less 90% CL upper limit
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contours defined as 2.44 events following the procedure of Ref. [67]. This represents the
best expected sensitivity at the SBN program, assuming perfect signal efficiency. We also
present the results of the cut based background analysis discussed in Section 3.1 (upper solid
coloured lines). Depending on the optimisation of the analysis, including the possibility
of using improved timing information, we expect the ultimate sensitivity to be within the
solid-shaded region, lying between the proven cut-based sensitivity and the backgroundless
one.
The increased event rates at SBN compared to those of PS-191 allows for an im-
provement of the bounds on |Ue4|2 and |Uµ4|2 in all channels studied over wide regions of
parameter space. The strongest bounds come from the semi-leptonic N Ñ l˘pi¯ searches,
where mixing-matrix elements greater than |Ue4|2 ď 10´9 can be excluded at the 90% CL
for mN « 0.350 GeV. The bounds have the potential to improve upon the pi´ peak search
bounds for mN ď 0.033 GeV and mN ď 0.138 GeV for muon and electron mixing respec-
tively, if the backgrounds can be further suppressed, possibly through the use of timing
information.
Additionally, we show that the previously poorly bounded photonic-like channels N Ñ
ναpi
0 and N Ñ ναγ can be probed across the entire parameter space, providing new
constraints on exotic sterile neutrino signatures. The potential beam-related backgrounds
are large for these photonic channels, the effect of which is a much wider separation between
our cut-based limits and the optimal ones. These photonic channels allow SBN to probe
the electromagnetic nature of the sterile neutrino, placing bounds on any models containing
enhanced couplings to photons. For sterile neutrinos whose mass lies m0pi ď mN ď mpi `mµ
and mix primarily with muons, the N Ñ νµpi0 channel can extend the limits beyond that
of the traditional e`e´ searches to probe new parameter space, even in the purely minimal
model. For sizeable Ue4, the pi
0 bounds are less powerful than that of the semi-leptonic
N Ñ e˘pi¯ when one assumes the minimal model.
Although we have plotted the limits on mixing angles in Fig. 7 in terms of the pa-
rameters of the minimal model, they are model independent in the sense that an enhanced
decay rate in that channel would only alter the interpretation of the y-axis. If the en-
hancements to the decay rates are modest, to reinterpret any bounds on Fig. 7 in the
context of a non-minimal extension in which the channel of interest is enhanced by p1`αq
then the quantity bounded on each vertical axis is given approximately by |Uα4|2{?1` α
as discussed in Section 2.3. However, for larger enhancements, the lower-bound on the
mixing-matrix element must also be considered. In Fig. 7, this bound lies at large val-
ues of |U |2, and is not shown in the plots, but it is also affected by an enhanced decay
rate and can become relevant of reasonable enhancements. This can be seen in the left
panel of Fig. 8, where we show the region of parameter space that SBN could exclude
when studying the decay mode N Ñ νe`e´ as we increase its decay rate by factors of
10, 102, 103 and 104. As was shown analytically in Section 2.3, the upper bound scales as
1{?1` α as the number of events in the detector increases. However, the enhancement
eventually leads to significant beam attenuation before the detector. This alters the lower
bound, which begins to move to smaller values of the mixing-matrix element, opening up
a region of parameter space in the top-right of the plot. In the right panel of Fig. 8, we
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Figure 8: The 90% CL contours for the decay N Ñ νe`e´ assuming dominant Ue4
mixing in non-minimal scenarios, at leading order in λ{L. On the left, we enhance the rate
of the e`e´ channel itself by factors shown in the labels while keeping all other decay rates
constant. The excluded region remains roughly constant but shifts downwards. On the
right, we show the effects of keeping the N Ñ νe`e´ decay rate constant, but enhancing the
total decay rate. The sensitive region shrinks quickly as α increases, allowing non-minimal
models to escape detection.
show an alternative non-minimal model in which the decay rate Γ pN Ñ νe`e´q is held
constant, but the total decay rate is enhanced. This could be due to the enhancement
of a decay to visible or invisible final states. In this scenario, the upper bound remains
unchanged as the rate is enhanced (to leading order in λ{L), but the enhanced total decay
rate leads to beam attenuation and fewer sterile neutrinos reach the detector. Eventually,
the lower bound is reduced significantly, and the experiment loses sensitivity over much of
the parameter space of the minimal-model. Although an enhanced total decay rate could
produce a larger visible signal in another channel, or indeed in another experiment, if the
decay is predominantly to three neutrinos or dark sector particles many existing bounds
may not apply. We note that enhancements on the scale of α “ 104 could be expected
if the novel decay proceeds without mixing suppression. Every bound presented in Fig. 8
can be reinterpreted in terms of these non-minimal models using the scalings as discussed
in Section 2.3, and highlights why searching across the whole parameter space is necessary
in all kinematically allowed decay channels.
4.2 Timing information to study an observed signal
In addition to being able to reduce beam-related backgrounds, a precise knowledge of the
timing of any observed events can also be used to discriminate between potential models
and aid parameter estimation. If a potential signal is observed, it would be highly desirable
to establish whether the excess is associated with a heavy particle travelling from source
to detector. An analysis based on the energy spectrum alone would struggle with this de-
termination — we could not discount mis-understood beam-related backgrounds, unknown
nuclear effects, or other models that mimic the low-energy spectrum. The angular distri-
bution of events would also be highly informative, we have seen that heavy particle decays
are likely to be associated with collimated decay products, but this would be only indirect
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evidence of a heavy particle, and could be associated with other models. For example,
active neutrino scattering via a light mediator could also mimic this behaviour. However,
as all beam-related backgrounds will be correlated with the Booster proton buckets, the
observation of events with times outside of the BNB beam bucket window (and travelling
in a forward direction) would be a smoking gun signal of a sub-luminal propagating parent.
We estimate the required timing resolution by simulating the distribution of arrival
times for a given sterile neutrino mass. We then compute the compatibility of this data with
a beam-bucket hypothesis, where all event timing is consistent (within errors) with being
within the beam-bucket. We only study the shapes of these timing distributions, allowing
the normalization to float, and in this sense the beam-bucket hypothesis encompasses all
sources of particles which would appear beam-correlated. The beam-bucket hypothesis is
defined as the assumption that all events originate in a 6 ns window surrounding the BNB
beam spill, smeared by a Gaussian with a width of the assumed time resolution. We define
our test statistic as [68]
tm “ ´2 ln pLq “ 2
Nÿ
i“1
"
µipmq ´ ni ` ni ln
„
ni
µipmq
*
,
where µipmq is the expected number of events in bin i if the sterile neutrino is of mass m.
Using this statistic we have run a binned Maximum Likelihood analysis of the reconstructed
time of arrival ∆T , assuming events are Poisson distributed. We compute the distribution
for tm by Monte Carlo to ensure that we account for all non-gaussianity in the likelihood
function.
As the timing is solely a function of the initial sterile neutrino energy and mass, these
results hold for all channels studied. Without loss of generality, we restrict our discussion
to the semi-leptonic channel N Ñ e˘pi¯. On the left panel of Fig. 9, we show the timing
resolution required to exclude the beam-bucket hypothesis at a given statistical significance.
This plot assumes that ICARUS has observed an excess of 100 events due to a 300 MeV
sterile neutrino. To guarantee that ICARUS can reject the beam-bucket hypothesis at at
least 3σ significance in 95% of pseudo-experiments, we require a timing resolution of ď 3.5
ns. As the number of observed events increases, the timing resolution required to rule out
a beam-correlated origin decreases, as we show in the right panel of Fig. 9.
Although establishing that a signal arrived outside of the beam window would be
an exciting sign of new physics, it would not necessarily establish a heavy propagating
parent. For example, if an unaccounted for process had a fixed time delay with respect to
the neutrino beam, ∆t, such as the relaxation time of an excited atom, it could produce
events in the inter-bucket region for ∆t « O(ns). Similarly, other exotic BSM physics
could be the source a fixed time decay signature without relying on a heavy propagating
sterile neutrino. The scenario described in Ref. [44, 45] is one such case, it considers
a sterile neutrino produced inside the detector through neutral current scattering of an
active neutrino. The heavy particle promptly decays, with a decay length of the order
O(1) m, producing the visible signal. Although the sterile neutrinos are produced inside
the detector with no timing delay from active-neutrino scattering, the finite lifetime of
these particles could lead to events falling in the inter-bucket window.
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Figure 9: Left: Expected significance at which ICARUS can exclude a beam-correlated
origin from timing information alone, as a function of assumed timing resolution. This
assumes a hypothetical signal of 100 e˘pi¯ events consistent with N Ñ e˘pi¯. Right: As
the number of observed events goes down, it is significantly harder to establish a time
delay. We show the timing resolution required for a given number of events for the median
experiment (solid line) as well as for 1σ (dashed line) and 2σ (dotted line) downward
fluctuations.
However, in both the BSM scenarios as well as generic backgrounds with a fixed tim-
ing delay, the temporal spectra of event arrival time would be expected to be constant
across all three detectors. The SBN program is perfectly designed to account for this, how-
ever, through its multiple detectors at different baselines, as if the excess is indeed due to
heavy particle propagation, then the sterile neutrino would have to travel further to reach
each subsequent detector. This leads to observable shifts in the arrival timing spectra at
each experiment. In particular ICARUS, would be most suited to studying heavy particle
propagation, as particles must travel approximately 6 times further before detection.
We show the consequences of this effect in Fig. 10 where the ratio of events at SBND
and ICARUS are plotted as a function of time delay. A constant time delay would produce
a ratio of unity, and curves that lie on the grey circle. We see a clear distortion in this
ratio, with a generally low value inside the beam-bucket window and a larger value outside.
Measuring this distortion would be definitive proof of the heavy particle having propagated
the distance from target to detector and not merely being produced in situ. On the right
panel of Fig. 10, we show how the attainable timing resolution affects this measurement.
For a resolution of 10 ns, there is no spectral difference, but distortion starts to be apparent
for resolutions better than 1 ns.
Assuming a positive signal is found and is identified as a heavy sterile neutrino decay
thanks to the time delay, the temporal and energy analyses could be used to measure the
heavy sterile neutrino mass. For an arrival time delay (behind a luminal or near luminal
particle) over a distance L denoted by ∆T , the mass of a sterile neutrino with an energy
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Figure 10: Left: Ratio of arrival time spectra of N Ñ ναe`e´ events in ICARUS to SBND
after scaling out 1{R2 flux dependence. If events were due to an unknown background with
a fixed time delay after the neutrino beam, one would expect the ratio to be a constant
value of 1 (shaded grey ring). As the sterile neutrinos have to travel approximately 6 times
further to ICARUS than SBND, increasingly higher energy sterile neutrinos can leave
the beam-bucket (red arc) and populate the inter-bucket region leading to the distinct
signature. This assumes a timing resolution of 1 ns. Right: The same as left for fixed 50
MeV sterile neutrino with 1 ns (solid), 3 ns (dashed) and 10 ns (dotted) timing resolution
showing the decreasing effect on the ratio.
E can be reconstructed as
mN “ E
d
1´ 1`
1` c∆TL
˘2 .
Exact knowledge of the deposited energy and time of flight would be sufficient to establish
the mass, but of course these data are in most cases not available: energy and timing
resolution impair the reconstruction, and many channels have missing energy from active
neutrinos in the final state. Moreover, due to the cyclic nature of the BNB beam buckets,
an observed event could have originated from any of the previous buckets in the current
spill, and not just the one closest to the tagged event timing. As such the absolute time of
flight is not known. Only the relative timing since the last bucket, ∆T , is known and from
this one can obtain up to 81 degenerate solutions for the sterile neutrino mass. Although
absolute timing information could be found by studying the first few buckets for the onset
of a signal, this would rely on precise absolute timing measurements between source and
detector, and would also reduce the signal statistics by O(0.01) and we do not consider
this information in the analysis. Given these limitations, we have studied how well mN
could be reconstructed, using then energy and periodic time since last bucket ∆T . We
have generated Monte Carlo event data tagging each event by an arrival time, accounting
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Figure 11: The reconstructed sterile neutrino mass as a function of true mass for energy
only (dashed) and energy with timing information (solid). The left (right) panel assumes
the decay N Ñ νe`e´ (N Ñ e˘pi¯). Both plots assume that 100 events are seen at
ICARUS and that a 1 ns timing resolution is achieved.
for a systematic uncertainties on the time and energy measurement. We smear the true
energy to represent detector effects as described above, and additionally smear the time
of each event with a Gaussian of width σT « 1 ns for SBND and ICARUS. We use the
same Monte Carlo analysis and test statistic as in the temporal analysis above, expanded
to include a binned energy spectra. The reconstructed mass is defined as the mass which
minimises the test statistic tm.
The results of our analysis are shown in Fig. 11. In both panels, we show the allowed
region in reconstructed mass as a function of true sterile neutrino mass for an energy only
analysis (dashed black lines), as well as for an energy and time-of-flight analysis (coloured
bands). The left panel shows the results for the fully leptonic decay N Ñ νe`e´ while
the right panel shows our results for the semi-leptonic N Ñ e˘pi¯ channel. In the case
of the 2-body N Ñ e˘pi˘ channel, resolution of approx 45 MeV at 2σ level is achievable
for the entire range of sterile neutrino mass allowed. We estimate the N Ñ µ´pi` channel
would be approximately 10% better due to the improved energy resolution possible when
reconstructing muons in LAr. For these semi-leptonic decays the energy spectrum is very
informative, as the parent particle’s energy can be reconstructed from the invariant mass
of the decay products’ four-momenta. As such, we see temporal information only trivially
improves the reconstruction of parent mass. In contrast, for the 3-body N Ñ νe`e´
channel, there is significant missing energy taken away by the active neutrino. In this case,
timing information is much more valuable, almost halving the 2σ mass range from around
300 MeV to 150 MeV for widest region of parameter space.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the prospects for the measurement of MeV-scale sterile
neutrinos at the Fermilab Short-Baseline Neutrino program. MeV-scale neutral states
would naturally be produced in the Booster Neutrino Beam from mixing-suppressed me-
son decays. To assess SBN’s potential to constrain these models, we have estimated the
dominant backgrounds and signals. Thanks to excellent particle identification and the dis-
tinctive kinematic properties of our signal, high levels of background suppression can be
expected, allowing SBN to improve on the current bounds on decaying sterile neutrinos
over most of the parameter space. We have shown that, in the absence of signal, SBN can
place bounds on the active-sterile mixing-matrix elements of |Ue4| ď 10´6 for mN ď 33
MeV and |Uµ4|2 ď 2 ˆ 10´8 for mN ď 138 MeV in the N Ñ νe`e´ channels. For semi-
leptonic decays, these bounds increase up to |Ue4| ď 8ˆ 10´10 for mN ď 388 MeV and up
to |Uµ4|2 ď 7ˆ10´10 for mN ď 493 MeV. The neutral pion decay channel, N Ñ νpi0, which
may be the dominant decay mode for masses in the range m0pi ď mN ď mpi˘ ` mµ, can
be used to place bounds of around |Uα4|2 ď 3ˆ 10´9. We have also discussed searches for
non-minimal models of heavy sterile neutrino decay, which could lead to observable decays
over a wide range of parameter space which is conventionally excluded if the branching
ratios are assumed to arise from the minimal model. We have shown how to map existing
minimal-model bounds onto non-minimal models and how bounds could be weakened in
the case of specific enhancements to a decay channel. This motivates the search for particle
decays in all channels over the full parameter space. We argue that some of these decay
channels considered in this work are in fact poorly constrained by similar experiments, and
show that SBN could place the first direct bounds on these processes.
We have commented in detail on the phenomenological role of timing information in
this analysis. As well as providing a means of background suppression, nanosecond scale
timing resolution could allow SBN to make direct measurements of the kinematic properties
of heavy particle propagation. We have shown that if 100 events are seen at ICARUS, a 3.5
ns timing resolution would allow an observable timing delay to be established at 3σ in 95%
of experiments. We have seen that the unique design of SBN would allow for the distribution
of event times to be compared between the nearest and farthest detectors, allowing for
any model with a finite time delay to be excluded when compared to a propagating sterile
neutrino model. We have also shown how timing information can be used in sterile neutrino
mass reconstruction. For the decay N Ñ νe`e´, the inclusion of event timing information
(with an assumed 1 ns resolution) can lead to the 2σ allowed region being reduced from
around ˘300 MeV to ˘150 MeV.
We point out that this analysis is complementary to the central physics programme
of SBN — studying eV-scale oscillating sterile neutrinos — and requires no additional
detector or beam modifications. We have shown that SBN could contribute valuably to
the search for sterile neutrino decays-in-flight, and moreover, if an anomalous signal is
discovered, would play a central role in determining its origin, and the necessary extension
of the SM.
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A Appendix: Decay rates in the minimal model
The decay rates in our study follow the notation of Ref. [37]. We repeat them here in the
interests of clarity. The dominant visible decay for sterile neutrinos with masses below the
pion mass is into an electron positron pair. The total rate can be express as
Γ
`
N Ñ ναe`e´
˘ “ G2Fm5N
96pi3
|Uα4|2
„
pgLgR ` δαegRq I1
ˆ
0,
me
mN
,
me
mN
˙
` `g2L ` g2R ` δαep1` 2gLq˘ I2 ˆ0, memN , memN
˙
,
where gL “ ´1{2` sin2 θW, gR “ sin2 θW and
I1px, y, zq “ 12
ż p1´zq2
px`yq2
ds
s
ps´ x2 ´ y2qp1` z2 ´ sqaλps, x2, y2qaλp1, s, z2q,
I2px, y, zq “ 24yz
ż p1´xq2
py`zq2
ds
s
`
1` x2 ´ s˘aλ ps, y2, z2qaλ ps, y2, z2q,
λpa, b, cq “ a2 ` b2 ` c2 ´ 2ab´ 2bc´ 2ca.
The decays into a charged lepton and a pion are given by
Γ
`
N Ñ l˘pi¯˘ “ |Ul4|2 G2Ff2pi |Vud|2m3N
16pi
I
ˆ
m2l
m2N
,
m2pi
m2N
˙
,
with
Ipx, yq “ rp1` x` yq p1` xq ´ 4xsλ 12 p1, x, yq .
For N Ñ e˘pi¯ the kinematic function Ipx, yq produces only weak suppression (Ipx, yq ě
0.5) for sterile neutrino masses above mN Á 150 MeV, whilst for N Ñ µ˘pi¯ the equivalent
threshold is mN Á 270 MeV.
B Appendix: Potential backgrounds
In all channels a cut on vertex activity is applied as described in Section 3.1 above. In this
section, we provide a brief description of the backgrounds and additional cuts considered
for each channel.
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B.1 N Ñ e˘pi¯
The expected numbers of epi events in the SBN detectors is significantly smaller than that
of the µpi channel, as the fraction of intrinsic νe in the BNB beam is of Op1%q level in
comparison to νµ. However, additional backgrounds to the epi channel originate from the
dominant νµ component of the beam. CC νµ events which contain an additional photon
pµ` γq have the potential to be be mis-identified as an ppieq event, provided the muon has
a sufficiently short track length, ă 0.5 m, in order to mimic a pi´. Additionally the photon
must be mis-identified as an electron, with an efficiency of 94% using dE{dx measurement,
and must convert to an e`e´ pair close enough to the interaction vertex as so there is
no visible gap, ď 3 cm. As energy resolution for EM showers is lower than muons, the
invariant mass cut is less powerful requiring all events have an invariant mass below 500
MeV. A cut on the opening angle between lepton on meson, θlpi ă 40˝ as well as individual
emission angles, θl,pi ă 80˝ further reduces the potential background. The e´pi` channel is
one of the cleanest channels under consideration in this paper, with 9,223 events in SBND
reducing to 22 expected events post cuts, and with MicroBooNE and ICARUS expecting
a reduction of 784 (1,317) events to 2 and 3 respectively, with a signal efficiency of 71%.
B.2 N Ñ ναe`e´ and N Ñ γνα
A sufficiently boosted, and thus overlapping, e`e´ pair is topologically indistinguishable
from a converted photon in a LAr detector. Additional, non-topological measures such as
the rate of energy loss, dE{dx, is also identical to a pair-converted photon. Thus we split
this channel into two sub categories, when the e`e´ is overlapping and photon-like, defined
to be all events whose angular separation is ď 3˝[69] and all remaining separable two track
events. The opening angle between the e`e´ in a photon pair production scales roughly as
« me{Eγ , with 3˝ corresponding to 100 MeV and used as a lower bound on energy. These
backgrounds are also applicable to the N Ñ γνα channel.
The predominant source of backgrounds is the decay of a neutral pion in which a
single photon is not resolved or escapes the fiducial volume. This background, however, is
relatively isotropic in distribution in stark contrast to the very forward signal arising from
the decay in flight of N . We place cuts on visible photon energy, Eγ ě 300 MeV, and angle
of the observed photon to the beamline, θγ ď 5˝. This reduces the number of expected
events from 42,580 (3,620 and 6,082) to 176 (46, and 110) events in SBND (MicroBooNE
and ICARUS), while retaining a signal efficiency of 93%.
For the opposite scenario both daughter electrons have a well defined and large sepa-
ration and thus can cleanly be identified as two distinct single electron showers. There are
few significant processes that produce high energy, distinguishable e`e´ pairs. Instead the
majority of the backgrounds are due to misidentifying two photons. We apply the same
photon cuts as defined above. To further reject backgrounds in this channel, we apply a
cut on the angle of separation between the distinct e`e´ tracks of θsep ď 40˝ and total
energy, Ee` ` Ee´ ě 100 MeV. This reduces the number of expected background events
from 173 to 5 for SBND.
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B.3 N Ñ pi0να
Single neutral pions are produced in great numbers at the three SBN detectors, so the
lack of any nuclear recoil is crucial in eliminating the incoherent neutral pion production
background. Only events in which two photons convert inside the fiducial volume and
reconstruct the pion invariant mass are accepted. We further require the reconstructed
pion is within 10˝ of the beamline and has an energy above 500 MeV. SBND expects
127,211 pi0 events, of which « 602 survive all cuts with a signal efficiency of 32% for a
sample 350 MeV sterile neutrino. MicroBooNE (ICARUS) sees a similar reduction, from
10,813 (18,172) events to 51 (86) post cuts.
B.4 N Ñ νµ˘µ¯
The primary background for this channel is genuine νµ CC events in which a pi
˘ is also
produced and is misidentified as a secondary muon. All pions with reconstructed tracks
longer than 50 cm are considered a potential muon. After this track length cut, there is
2,044,380, 177,972 and 292,034 events in SBND, MicroBooNE and ICARUS respectively.
As we cannot directly reconstruct the parent sterile neutrino mass or angle, we again rely
on the kinematical difference between scattering events and decays. After these cuts, signif-
icant backgrounds remain, and we use a multivariate analysis, an adaptive boosted decision
tree (BDT), in order to further reduce them. We use five parameters in this analysis, the
energy and angle with respect to the beamline of each muon, as well as the angular sep-
aration between both muons. We take a minimum muon energy of 200 MeV. Cutting on
the BDT response variable allows for background efficiency of 0.13%, with a corresponding
signal efficiency of 44%. This allows for a S{?S `B « 8 with approximately 1000 sterile
neutrino events. Similar performance is achievable at MicroBooNE and ICARUS, with
117,972 and 292,034 events being reduced to 534 and 876 events respectively.
B.5 N Ñ νe˘µ¯
We consider here two potential sources of backgrounds: the first derives from true νµ CC
events in which a single photon, either from nuclear processes or from the decay of a pi0 in
which only photon converts inside the fiducial volume, subsequently mimics the electron.
We apply the same cuts on the photon as in previous channels. Secondly we consider
intrinsic νe CC events in which a final state pi
˘ is misidentified as a muon due to a long (ě 50
cm) track in the TPC. In conjunction with the requirement of no visible scattering vertex
we expect 7,103, 618 and 1,014 events in SBND, MicroBooNE and ICARUS, respectively.
To reduce this further we employ the same multivariate analysis as described for the N Ñ
νµµ channel above, assuming a representative 250 MeV sterile neutrino decaying. A cut
on the BDT allows for a background efficiency of 0.5% , signal efficiency of 36% with a
resultant S{?S `B of 7.9. For MicroBooNE and ICARUS the backgrounds, 618 and 1,014
respectively, can be brought down to sub 10 events.
B.6 Non-Beam related backgrounds
Cosmogenic events are a potential source of background for any analysis at SBN. In the
case of cosmic muons, Icarus expects to see approximately 2.5ˆ106 cosmic events in the 211
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Figure 12: Estimated bounds on |Ue4|2 and |Uµ4|2 for a Dirac heavy sterile neutrino
decaying to ναe
`e´ at PS-191. The dotted black lines are the 90% CL results as published
by PS-191, and the blue and red curves are the results of our simulation for 0.86 ˆ 1019
POT.
second beam spill, which are reduced to approximately 5 events expected after utilising the
spill structure, scintillation light patterns and cuts on dEdx [14]. Alongside this impressive
cosmic rejection, our signal events are focused heavily along the beamline, hence we do
not expect cosmics to be a major source of background to any channel. In situ beam-off
cosmic studies will also allow potential backgrounds to be extremely well understood by
the time of an analysis such as this, and for these reasons, we do not include cosmogenic
backgrounds in our analysis.
C PS-191 Bound Reproduction
As a consistency check of our methodology we reproduce here the bounds on |Ue4| and |Uµ4|
for sterile masses below mpi as published by PS-191. The detector geometry is assumed to
be 6mˆ 3mˆ 12m and was located 128m downstream of the Beryllium target using 19.2
GeV protons from the PS proton beam. Fluxes of all neutrinos produced from pion sources
at PS-191 were obtained from [70]. No accurate kaon sources could be obtained and as
such only low mass bounds are reproduced here. It must be noted that PS-191 ignored
all neutral current contributions to N Ñ ναe`e´ and assumed the sterile neutrinos were
Dirac particles; the effect of this is that the bounds published are not directly comparable
to the minimal model discussed above, and must be scaled appropriately. The bounds
reproduced are in good agreement with published data.
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